In a recent paper M. Finkelstein has used an iterated form of Schwarz's lemma to obtain growth estimates for convex functions and starlike functions of order zero. These estimates involve the second coefficient. W. E. Chase has announced results about the growth estimates and also about a radius of univalence and starlikeness for ¡£>-close-to-star functions of order zero. The author generalizes the above results to functions of order a, Oâaâl.
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the results of [l ] and [2] to functions in C(a, p), S(a, p) and Sp(a). With an appropriate rotation and with no loss of generalities, the second coefficients in C(a, p), S(a, p) may be replaced by p and 2p, respectively. Also, as a consequence of Lemma A, the order is related to p by a+p^l, as will be seen in the proof of Theorem 1. Thus in the sequel we assume a+£g 1. The trivial cases where p=0 and a = 1 are omitted for the obvious reason.
Remark 2. We could not exhibit extremal functions for Theorems 1, 2 and 3 in the general case since the functions are in an integral form of a complicated nature. However, for the special case where a=0, the extremal functions are those offered in [2] .
where z = reiS is in E. Also p+a^i.
Proof. For p > 0, let
So, there exists an analytic function K(z) such that
Applying Lemma A to Kiz), we get p+a^l, and
From (2) and (3), it follows that
Hence,
The above result shows that
On integrating (5) with respect to r, and then exponentiating we get (1) . For the extremal function, see Remark 2. Again, on integrating the above with respect to r and then exponentiating, we obtain (6). For the extremal function, see Remark 2.
Theorem 3. Let c(z) be a function in C(a, p), p>0. Then
for zEE.
Proof. Inequality (7) follows readily from (1) and (4) . For the extremal function, see Remark 2. From (9), it follows that z(c"/c')+l =zs'/s. Hence s(z) is in S(a, p) ii and only if c(z) is in C(a, p). Now applying (1) to (9), we obtain (8-i), while on applying (6) to (9), we obtain (8-ii). Now to show that the extremal functions are in S(a, p). For
we have
Since p+a-1 gO, £-« + 1^0, Re{z/(l+z)} < § and Re{z/(l-z)} > -\ for z in the unit disc, it follows that
Rejzi'A} > 1 + UP + « -1) -h(P -a + 1) = a. Hence Re{zs'/s}^2a-l+2il-a)\=a.
Theorem 5. Let siz) be a function in S(u, p), p>0. Then
The extremal function is that of Theorem 4, part (i).
Proof. On differentiating (9), we obtain s'(z) =zc"(z)+c'(z). Thus | s'(z) | ^r|c"| +1 c'\. Applying (1) and (7) to the above will yield (10).
3. The class Sp(a). Now to show that the extremal functions are in Sp(a). This follows easily from the fact that in both cases siz) is in 5(a, p) as was seen at the end of the proof of Theorem 4, and Re {g/s} = Re {(1 +z)/(l -z)} >0, for z in the unit disc.
Theorem 7. Let giz) be a function in SPia), p>0. Then giz) has radius of univalence and radius of starlikeness of at least RPia), where Rpia) is the least positive root of Set Rejzg'/g} =0, we obtain (14). Thus the radius of univalence and of starlikeness is at least as large as the smallest positive number satisfying (14). We note that, if a=0, then RP(0) is given by r* -2r3 -2(1 +2p)r2-2r + i =0, which is Chase's.
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